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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to present my findings from the follow-on assessment that I
have completed in my study of the scope and success of the improvements made to the initial
RedFlow ZBM Gen2 design which has resulted in the development of the ZBM Gen3 product.

Introduction
In early September, 2010, I visited the RedFlow offices in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia, to
perform an on-site assessment of the state of the development effort for an advanced Zinc
Bromine technology flow battery. Over a 4-day period, I was provided with detailed information
on the early development effort of the ZBM Gen2 device. I evaluated initial progress toward
commercialism and future plans for full deployment of a truly innovative and quickly maturing
version of a utility scale battery using Zinc Bromine flow technology.
My current study addresses and discusses the status of the following technical topics:









Tank design, materials, fittings and manufacturing methods
Stack design, materials, fittings and manufacturing methods
Electrode design, materials, fittings and manufacturing methods
Hydraulic system design and components
Electrolyte formulations
Battery Management System components and algorithms
Systems operation (e.g. Charge/Discharge/Strip regimes)
Thermal management
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Material and design specifications were provided through documentation sent from the RedFlow
Brisbane Offices and through several face-to-face interviews with Stephen Hickey located in the
local RedFlow Albuquerque Offices. RedFlow was very cooperative in providing detail
information on the design improvements of the Gen2 product that has resulted in a much
improved ZBM Gen3 system.
The approach taken by RedFlow in the past three years has focused primarily on improving their
initial design in preparation for delivery of a mass producible product that will provide the
performance expected from reliable energy storage devices while reducing the cost from its
original price point. They have been very successful in meeting the goals they initially set for
improving their Gen2 product, migrating through the development of Gen2.5 and culminating in
Gen3 which is in final planning for mass production. In my opinion, they have succeeded in
developing a ZBM Gen3 Zinc Bromide flow battery that is ready to enter the market for a wide
range of applications.
This report will conclude with an overall assessment of the progress that has been made since my
initial design review study completed 3 years ago.

Design Improvements
Tank design, materials, fittings and manufacturing methods
Tank design and manufacturing has undergone considerable improvement over the initial Gen2
design. The initial tank design required 23 welds, 11 being critical in order to avoid potential
leakage. The follow-on design has eliminated all welds for both the Bromine and Zinc tanks.
The Bromine and Zinc tanks were redesigned as individually separate tank systems resulting in
the elimination of many welds. Volume of the Zinc tank was reduced from 54 to 52 liters while
the volume of the Bromine tank was increased from 32.6 liters to 45 liters, primarily due to the
weld eliminating design. This results in a tank volume ratio which is more in line with the
requirements of the Zinc-Bromine electrochemistry. Tank redesign also included a major change
in the superstructure for the cooler shroud which allows the stack to be bolted directly to the tank
using plastic bolts thereby eliminating much of the shroud mounting hardware required in the
initial design.
One of the major fittings, the gas handling unit (GHU), required 4 critical welds in the Gen2
design. The GHU was totally redesigned by moving its location from the stack to a location on
the tank such that all welds were eliminated. Additionally, the relocated GHU fitting was more
than doubled in volume from 2 liters to 8.5 liters which can now capture the total volume of
electrolyte in the stacks thereby reducing the potential of overflow. The larger GHU also
eliminates problems with priming the pumps because of the additional liquid volume available.
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Gen2 taank explodedd view
view

G
Gen3 (with gen2.5
g
stackk) tank explloded

Tank redesign elim
minated a siggnificant num
mber of separate parts. Overall design modifications
reducedd the total paarts count frrom 232 to 998 (a reducttion of moree than 50%) which dram
matically
improvees the manuufacturabilityy of the Genn3 product.
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Stack design,
d
mateerials, fittin
ngs and maanufacturin
ng methods
Stack reedesign has been signifi
ficant in movving from thhe Gen2 dessign to the G
Gen3 designn. Most
changess were madee in order too simplify thhe manufactuure complexxities in fabbricating thee
electroddes and whille providingg for a betterr flow path while minim
mizing strucctural stressees at the
interfacees between the electroddes. Collecttor assemblyy parts counnt was reducced to simpllify the
fabricatiion process. The two-sstack designn of Gen2 w
with 33 cells per stack haas been repllaced with
a single stack of 488 cells helpinng to simpliify the assem
mbly of the stacks. Perrformance hhas not
been com
mpromised with this chhange as othher modificaations have been made to the electrrodes and
electrodde materials that have m
measurably iimproved peerformance.. These impprovements are
discusseed in the nexxt section off this reportt.

G
Gen2
stack pack assem
mbly

Gen33 stack packk assembly

Electrode design, m
materials, ffittings and
d manufactu
uring meth
hod
m importtant part of the system ddesign and, as such, haave been
Electrodde componeents are the most
exposedd to substanttial design revision
r
to im
mprove the life and perrformance oof the Gen3 product.
Much has been learrned from evvaluating thhe performannce of the G
Gen2 and Geen2.5 produucts in
mprove operational
field appplications. Consequenttly, changess have been implementeed to both im
perform
mance and liffe. Electrodde surface arrea has beenn increased from 750 cm
m² to 1530 cm²
which w
will result inn reduced cuurrent densitty at full pow
wer which iis expected to extend thhe life of
the batteery. Total bbattery surfaace has beenn increased from 4.95 m
m² to 7.34 m
m² which willl also
contribuute to longerr life. Electtrode fabricaation mouldds have beenn refined thrrough field testing
t
and expperimentatioon to improvve clampingg leading to bbetter qualitty control of electrode fframe
componnents.
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Electrodde blanks w
were originallly fabricated using com
mpression m
moulded pelllets. The im
mproved
electrodde blanks aree now madee from glasss reinforced carbon plasstic plates w
which increaases
strengthh, toughnesss, and conduuctivity at a lower cost. Before electrodes are assembled in
i a stack,
they aree vacuum tessted to insurre they meeet all qualityy control stanndards, partticularly miccroscopic
fissure oor leaks.
Materiaals have gonne through a series of im
mprovementts using activated carboon cloth variiations in
the Brom
mine electroode that is eexpected redduce cost whhile extendinng battery liife. The Zinnc
electrodde has been improved w
with the addiition of a thin, high carbbon, high coonductivity surface
coating which is exxpected to siignificantly extend servvice life. Thhe coating iss expected to
t
improvee manufactuurability leadding to imprroved qualitty control.
Hydrau
ulic system design and
d componen
nts
The hyddraulic systeem has undeergone extennsive designn improvem
ments. The ooriginal pum
mps were
AC maggnet drive puumps (below
w left) whicch were a prrimary failurre source inn the mild Bromine
environm
ment. Gen33 pumps aree variable sppeed DC pum
mps (below
w right) whicch have no m
motor
bearingss and are exxpected to opperate with a 40% increease in operrating efficieency. Furtheermore,
the pum
mp speed cann be varied to
t suit the operating
o
moode of the battery or poower levels.

A Pumps
AC

V
Variable speeed DC pum
mps

The usee of carbon ffelt in the Brromine elecctrodes requuires filteringg of the elecctrolyte. Orriginally,
500 miccron mesh fiilters were uused. Howeever, to improve the filtter reliabilityy and effecttiveness,
partial flow
f
filteringg was introdduced in thee Bromine fl
flow to elimiinate build-up of fibress in the
flow patth. Twenty micron filteering was allso introducced in the Ziinc flow to eliminate
e
paarticle
build-upp in the cellss and tubes..
During discharge, iit is necessary to introduuce Brominne Complex into the eleectrolyte to rreact with
the plateed Zinc in thhe charged bbattery to reesult in an eelectrical currrent flow. The Compllex is a
very higgh density, ooily like maaterial that becomes conncentrated inn the bottom
m of the Broomine
electrolyyte tank durring battery charging. IInitially the inlet assem
mbly that exttracts this Complex
was mannufactured with
w 7 weldds that have been eliminnated by usinng componeents that snaap
togetherr resulting inn lower costt manufactuuring. The C
Complex muust be reintrroduced to tthe
electrolyyte in a unifform ratio thhroughout thhe dischargee cycle. Thhis recombinnation is
accomplished in a vvery innovaative way using a venturri metering design elim
minating the need for
an activve pump to combine
c
thee Complex with
w the elecctrolyte duriing the dischharge cycle.
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Electrolyte formullations
Electrollyte formulaations are crritical to sysstem efficienncy and life expectancyy. Volume oof
electrolyyte has beenn increased by 20 liters in the Gen33 design. This allows improved
conducttivity and exxtends the liife of the Brromine electtrode. Potenntial dendritte buildup is
minimizzed with thee introductioon of a denddrite suppresssion additivve.
Batteryy Managem
ment System
m (BMS) com
mponents aand algorith
hms
The BM
MS is criticall to the mom
ment-to-mom
ment managgement of baattery operaations. A prrimary
responsiibility of thee BMS is too avoid evennts that could shorten liffe or potenttially damagge the
battery. Consequenntly, it is extremely impportant to haave reliable and accuratte sensors too measure
all transsient activityy ranging froom voltage and currentt variations to electrolytte temperatuure
changess. It is equally importannt to have acccurate and bug-proof control
c
softw
ware in the system
controller. Wiring and connecctions of the monitored points mustt also have hhigh integritty. In the
Gen3 syystem designn, the use off water prooof connectorrs for the annalog loom hhas eliminatted
failures due to connnector corroosion. Redfllow has dispplayed excellent resultss in their
developpment of thee BMS.
Leak deetection is allso extremelly importannt but, becauuse of the coorrosive natuure of the ellectrolyte,
leak dettection sensoors have beeen prone to failures in tthe early Geen2 design. In the Gen33 design,
a Titaniuum sensor hhas been inttroduced to iimprove robbustness (pictured below
w). Additioonally the
introducction of this new leak detection
d
sennsor has resuulted in low
wer cost.

Titannium leak ddetector
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Systemss operation
n (e.g. Charrge/Discharrge/Strip reegimes)
Strippinng, the extraaction of all plated Zincc from the ceell stack at tthe end of a discharge cycle,
c
is
critical to
t the healthh of all Zincc plating eleectrochemicaal processess. Howeverr, stripping, by its
nature, is
i an efficiency reducinng operationn as the batteery is not deelivering useeful power dduring the
final stripping operration whichh can last forr an extendeed period. M
Much work has been doone to
w
avoidding damagee to the batteery. Proceddural and maaterial
minimizze the strippping period while
modifications have been introdduced in thee Gen3 desiggn to minim
mize the duraation of the stripping
a still resuult in a cleann strip of thee Zinc electtrodes.
period and
Overall cell geomettry and elecctrode uniforrmity can bee gauged byy the amounnt of zinc stiill in the
stack whhen the volttage has beeen electricallly stripped tto zero through a resisttive load. Thhe
followinng figures shhow the impprovement ffrom Gen2 electrode
e
pllates throughh Gen2.5 too Gen3.
The red curve depiccts the voltaage collapsinng at the ennd of an 18 hour
h
charge//discharge cycle.
c
Once 0.1 volts is reeached, the rresistor is diisconnectedd and any rem
maining zinnc on the eleectrodes
will beccome visiblee as a voltagge kick. Thiss voltage then decays aas the batteryy continues to strip
chemicaally. The figgures below show the G
Gen2 electroode plates reequire approoximately onne hour to
chemicaally strip to 0 Volts. Geen2.5 plates will strip inn a matter off minutes w
while the Genn3 plates
require nno chemicaal stripping.

Gen2 Sttripping perrformance

Gen2.5 Sttripping perfformance

Gen3 Strripping perfformance

Thermaal managem
ment
Thermaal managemeent is conduucted using a very innovvative cooliing radiator that has beeen greatly
improveed in the Geen3 design. The larger stack designn and modiffications to tthe shroud m
mount
have ressulted in a 33.3 m² coolinng area, up from 2.6 m²² in the Genn2 design. C
Cooling surffaces
were inccreased by 220 % due too the tank integrated coooling shroudd. The shrooud redesignn also
resultedd in the elim
mination of 5 parts.
An AC fan was origginally usedd when activve cooling w
was necessarry. A variabble speed D
DC fan has
been inttroduced in the Gen3 deesign whichh is more energy efficieent and has a higher maxximum
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air flow for improved cooling. In addition, a fast response temperature sensor and logic provides
significant improvement in energy consumption with improved cooling performance.

Future Design Considerations
As the final preparations continue in the move from the Gen2.5 design to the final Gen3 design,
activities are in progress to refine some of the current design improvements before the system is
approved for mass production. The following is a recap of some of these activities taken from a
spread sheet generated by Alex Winter of Redflow and provided to me as supporting
documentation. I concur with Alex’s observations of the expected improvements that will result
from the implementation of these actions.











Electrode surface area: Total electrode area to be increased from 6.6 m² to 8.2 m² which
will lower current density and Zinc loading for a specific state of charge.
Dissolved gas and pH: Dissolved gas recombinator and re-acidification device. This will
maintain the pH at an artificially low value, protecting the bromine electrode from
oxidation. The increased hydrogen formed on the zinc electrode due to the low pH will be
recombined and not cause a pH shift. A lower pH increases the electrode potential of the
oxygen reaction, increasing its electrochemical separation from the bromine reaction.
Separator positioning ribs: Replacement of the conductive V ribs used to position the
separator with non-conductive ribs reduces the dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte and
hence the bromine electrode oxidation wear. Oxygen is produced on the tops of the v ribs
due to its proximity to the zinc electrode.
Bromine electrode surface: 3D activated carbon matrix has significantly higher surface
area than ACC8 as well as competitor bromine electrodes. It also has the potential of
ablating with battery use, therefore exposing fresh carbon for optimal battery operation.
The higher surface area reduces the over-potential, increasing the electrochemical
separation the bromine reaction from the oxygen reaction.
Zinc electrode surface: Pure carbon electrode surface on Zinc electrode has shown two
orders of magnitude increase in oxidation resistance particularly during high reverse
current (seen during end of discharge/strip). Ablation permits long term operation
without loss of performance. The strip performance has improved such that no stripping
is needed after reaching 0.1V on discharge.
Bromine concentration: Higher Bromide concentration in the electrolyte lowers the
electrode potential of the Bromine reaction, increasing its electrochemical separation
from the oxygen reaction.
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Conclusions
In my opinion, RedFlow Pty. Ltd has been very successful in the final design of the ZBM Gen3
product, a very innovative and functional Zinc Bromine flow battery that is ready to move to the
next phase of commercialization. Currently, RedFlow is nicely positioned to make a major
impact on the emerging energy storage systems market based on several field operations
currently in progress, which I have been following closely over the past several years. They are
also very active in partnering with system integrators, a function that will be critical to bridging
the gap between laboratory development and system deployment. They have avoided many of
the errors I have noted in other startup companies involved in bringing new, advanced
technologies to market. RedFlow has taken a success-proven path. They have not outpaced their
engineering capabilities but have taken a deliberate, conservative stand in bringing a specific
product to a specific market at the best price point possible. It has been my observations that
only a few energy storage technologies have made a successful entry into the energy storage
market; however, RedFlow has managed to avoid many of the pit-falls that have resulted in early
failures of previous energy storage systems to successfully enter the energy storage market.
In my opinion, RedFlow is in an extremely strong position to successfully enter the expanding
energy storage market.
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